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iT’s cLear from the get-go
that Renthal have done their
homework for their first venture
into the world of carbon fibre
with the Fatbar Lite Carbon.

The bar’s 740mmwidth may
not be wide enough for
everyone’s taste, but we found it
bang-on for trail riding, with
more than enough leverage and
control on tap.

With seven degrees of
backsweep and five degrees of
upsweep, the shape feels
incredibly natural and
instinctive, and we felt at home
before our tyres had even hit the
dirt. Get screaming down the

hill, and the balance struck
between stiffness and comfort
is extremely impressive.

The Fatbar Lite Carbon
doesn’t feel harsh or jar your
wrists as you bang through rock
gardens, but it’s still plenty stiff
and responsive enough to make
steering precise.

OK, it isn’t cheap, but we
think the quality of finish,
minimal 182g weight (for the
20mm rise version) and the
level of comfort on offer more
than makes up for the dent in
your wallet. Rob
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shock pump has a digital
gauge for accurate reading and
a unique bleed system so no
air is lost when you unscrew
the pump from the valve.

The pump is rated to 300psi,
and delivers approx 20psi per
stroke up to 100psi, then
slightly less. You can fine-tune
the pressure using the air
release button on the chuck.

To release the pump, you
unscrew the hose end of the
chuck and hold down the air
release button. You can then
unscrew the chuck from the
valve without losing any
pressure. If you tinker with
pressures constantly, this’ll
make things way easier. DoDDy
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The Transrib baselayer from Endura
promises year-round performance, keeping you
warm in the winter and getting the sweat away
from your skin come summer.

In use, it’s very comfortable, with decent
length in the body and arms to keep you covered
when you’re stretching out in the saddle, and a
smooth, well finished neck that doesn’t irritate.

On cooler days, the Transrib insulates well,
but leave it on when the weather warms up just a
little and you’ll heat up pretty quickly. That said,
it does wick sweat well, and it’ll stay stink free for
two or three rides on the trot too, which is great if
you’re away for the weekend. Rob
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Just onemore
Shimano may be a little late to the
party but they’ve just unveiled their
first 11-speed mountain bike
transmission. The newXTR M9000
groupset offers a dedicated 1x11
set-up with an 11-40t cassette
aimed at the “cross-country or
enduro racer”, along with 2x11 and
3x11 options should you hanker for

a few (or a lot) more gear
combinations. It also

includes carbon
wheels and
refined
brakes.
Head to
www.
madison.
co.uk for

more info.

Shop till you drop
Evans Cycles have made the
cunning move of joining Tesco’s
Clubcard scheme.This means the
supermarket’s customers can now
spend their reward points on bike
kit. Every £10 worth of Clubcard
points translates to £20 you can
spend in store. Not bad, eh? And
just in time for summer! For full
details, visit www.evanscycles.com.

Newmad
Well, it’s finally here, the new 650b
wheeled Nomad from Santa Cruz
Bicycles, and man does it look
good! The bike has been designed
exclusively around the use of a
single chainring and the VPP
suspension platform has been
tweaked to pump out 165mm
(6.5in) of rear travel.With builds
starting at a claimed 12.3kg
(27.1lb), this could be one hell of a
rocket ship. Frames cost £2,799,
with complete bikes from £5,699.
Get on over to www.santacruz
bikes.co.uk for the latest.


